Electrical machines often utilize stranded parallel conductors to reduce the skin-effect losses. This practice can lead to uneven total current distribution among the strands, increasing the resistive losses. Direct finite-element (FE) analysis of circulating current problems can be computationally costly due to the large number of nodal unknowns in the FE mesh in the conductor domains. Methods to reduce the computational burden exist for special problems only. This paper proposes two efficient FE formulations to solve the circulating current problems with arbitrary winding configurations. According to simulations, the proposed methods yield reasonably accurate results significantly faster than the traditional brute-force approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N RANDOM-WOUND electrical machines, windings are often divided into thin parallel strands to reduce the skin-effect losses. However, stranding conductors like this can lead to currents circulating between the parallel strands, occasionally almost doubling the resistive stator losses. Surprisingly, little attention has been paid to finiteelement (FE) analysis of these circulating currents, mainly due to the long computation times resulting from finely meshing a large number of thin strands [1] , [2] . Indeed, approaches have been mostly limited to analytical methods [3] - [5] . Where FE analysis has been performed, it has focused on machines with large form-wound conductors [6] - [8] .
To reduce the computation times, stranded conductors have traditionally been modeled either as a large solid conductor with a uniform equivalent current density [9] , or homogenized in the frequency or time domain [10] - [14] . Obviously, the first approach fails to model the circulating currents at all. Similarly, practically all work on homogenization has focused purely on the skin and proximity effects, assuming all strands to be series-connected or restricting the analysis to Litz wires [15] , [16] . This paper presents two alternative FE formulations to calculate the circulating currents in stranded windings of arbitrary configuration. The methods place no demands on the structure or refinement-level of the mesh used. The speed and accuracy of the proposed methods are evaluated on two test problems. According to the simulations, the methods yield reasonably accurate solutions significantly faster than the brute-force approach.
II. METHODS
A 2-D eddy-current problem with N s strands and N i current loops can be described by the vector potential formulation 
where u l are the voltages over the strands (interpreted as functions of position in the first equation), η (k, l) indicates if the strand l belongs to the current path k, and D l is the domain of the strand l [6] . U k is the supply voltage of the path k. R l and R ew are the strand and end-winding resistances, respectively, whereas ν and σ denote the material reluctivity and conductivity, respectively. Finally, l e is the equivalent problem domain length in the z-direction. Using the Galerkin approach yields the following block matrix equation:
with the following block entries:
directly related to the strand l. Shape functions are denoted by ϕ. The remaining entries are defined in [6] .
In the brute-force approach, the strands are finely meshed to obtain accurate skin-and proximity-effect losses. However, it is our hypothesis that this is not necessary for obtaining reasonably accurate total currents, provided that the strands are thin compared with the skin-depth. Thus, two alternative approaches are proposed, neither of them placing any demands on the fineness or structure of the mesh used.
1) In the point-strand method, the strands are assumed thin enough for the vector potential to be approximately constant over their area. Assuming that the strand l is 0018-9464 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. centered on x l , (5) can be reduced to
These results follow immediately from the expression for the strand resistance:
where |D l | is the cross-sectional area of strand l. 2) In the polygon-strand method, D l are approximated with polygons but are otherwise unrestricted in size or shape.
To evaluate the integrals in (5), the intersecting polygons of D l and the mesh elements are first determined. Then, a background mesh is generated for these polygons. This mesh is only used for the integration, i.e., it does not result in additional nodal unknowns and is thus ignored in the solution step. An example of the background mesh can be seen in Fig. 1 . The strand is represented with the thick red polygon, while the FE mesh is drawn in black. The thick blue polygon shows the overlapping domain of the strand and a single FE mesh element. Finally, the elements of the background mesh are presented with the thinner blue lines.
With the background mesh, (5) can be evaluated with a slight modification to the well-known Gaussian quadrature approach based on reference elements. Let e be an element overlapping with the strand domain D l , and k a background element belonging to e. In addition, let F e and F bg e,k be mappings from the reference element to the global element e and to the background element k, respectively. By slightly abusing this notation, the entries of, e.g., M can be obtained with
wherex i and w i are the integration points and weights for the reference element, whereasφ are the reference element shape functions and J is the Jacobian. The composition F −1 e F bg e,k is used sinceφ are defined based on e, whereas the integration is performed over k. S Au and M uA can be obtained in a similar fashion. Both methods can be extended to 3-D problems relatively easily. In the point-strand method, the single point evaluation has to be replaced with a line integral. In the polygonstrand method, the intersection of polygons is replaced by an intersection of volumes, but the method remains, otherwise, effectively unchanged.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
The accuracy of the proposed methods was evaluated on two simple test problems. The first-order elements were used, and the materials were assumed magnetically linear.
A. Inductor
Time-harmonic analysis was performed on an E-core inductor with 80 strands (1.7 mm in diameter) per slot and four parallel paths. Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows the initial unrefined meshes used with the brute-force method and the proposed methods, with 1792 and 151 nodes, respectively. The 16-gons were used in the polygon-strand method. The winding configuration was intentionally naive to obtain large circulating currents.
To illustrate the potential accuracy of the proposed methods, Fig. 3 shows the behavior of the four total current phasors on the complex plane, as the supply frequency was increased from 10 Hz (solid dot) to 1 kHz (empty dot). The solid lines were calculated with the brute-force method, while the dotted and dashed lines represent the point-strand and polygon-strand method, respectively. As can be seen, good agreement between the methods was obtained. Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows the computation times and mean current errors of all three methods, obtained by repeating the simulations with different levels of uniform (non-adaptive) mesh refinement. Currents obtained with the brute-force method on a very dense mesh were used as reference values. Currents by the proposed methods fell within 20% of the reference values at approximately 1/4000 of the computation cost, and within 5% at 1/1000 of the cost. On dense meshes, the polygon-strand and brute-force method were roughly on par, whereas the point-strand method started to diverge. The diverging behavior was probably caused by the fact that the strands were no longer small compared with the element size, so the approximations (6) became inaccurate.
B. Permanent Magnet Machine
To further evaluate the accuracy of the proposed methods, time-stepping analysis was performed on two slightly different four-pole permanent magnet (PM) machines rotating at 15 000 r/min, one with open and the other with semiclosed slots. Five electrical periods after synchronization at 0 s were simulated with 400 steps per period.
The main dimensions of the machines can be found in Table I The open-slotted machine was analyzed first. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the mesh over one slot pitch used with the brute-force and proposed methods, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the circulating current losses as a function of time [1] . The blue line denotes the results obtained with the brute-force method, while the two proposed methods are displayed with red and black lines. It can be seen that the two proposed methods gave almost equal results, both ∼20% larger than the brute-force method.
To improve accuracy, the mesh used with the proposed methods was refined inside the slots and the simulations were repeated. The refined mesh is shown in Fig. 6(c) . A comparison of the results can be found in Fig. 8 , where the uppermost subfigure shows the initial results, while the results after the refinement can be seen in the middle one. Obviously, a significantly improved agreement was obtained between the brute-force and the proposed methods.
Furthermore, Table II shows the number of nodes in the mesh and the computation times. Even with the refined mesh, the proposed methods were more than seven times faster than the brute-force approach, while reaching a comparable accuracy.
The simulations were repeated for the machine with semiclosed stator slots. The slot mesh for the proposed methods is shown in Fig. 6(d) , while the simulation results can be found from the lowest subfigure of Fig. 8 . This time, all three methods gave almost identical results. Computation times remained virtually the same as the ones in Table II. IV. CONCLUSION Two methods were presented for FE computation of circulating currents in arbitrary windings. Based on simulations, both methods yield reasonably accurate results at a fractional computational cost compared with the brute-force approach. More importantly, arbitrarily coarse meshes can be used. This is a significant improvement over the brute-force method, where meshing requirements set a high lower bound for the number of nodal unknowns.
